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In 1967 Baruch came to Israel. As a graduate of a socialistic Jewish youth movement he settled in a Kibbutz in the southern part of Israel. His job was:

- A swineherd___
- A goatherd___
- A cowherd___
- A gooseherd___
In 1989 I spent a Sabbatical in Pittsburgh, with Baruch. Baruch Initiated and organized a conference on "A two-State Solution in the middle-east: Prospects and Possibilities". Who of the following key leaders from the middle-east didn't join the conference.

- Abba Eban (Israeli diplomat and ambassador to the US and the UN)
- Nabil Shat (the PLO's foreign minister at the time)
- Shimon Peres (who was the deputy prime minister at that time)
- Afif Safiya, (then the PLO's ambassador to Britain)
In 1976 I came for the summer to Eugene to work with Paul and Baruch. Maya, Baruch's daughter, was then 5 years old. She already read fluently. Sunday morning Maya, Baruch, Andi and I went to a nearby Park. Maya was reading a book. It got late, Andi and Baruch said that we need to go back home. Maya protested. What was Baruch's respond?

- Sitting (for 15 minutes) near Maya trying to convince her _______
- Telling her "Maya, it is getting too late. We have to go back, sorry" _______
- Taking Maya's hand and holding the book in his second hand, reading her the story while walking back_________
- Holding Maya in both of his hands while she continued reading____